
Previous: 6,281.8 PSEi change: 0.00%

High: 6,352.9 Best: BPI +2.82%

Low: 6,278.0 2nd best: PGOLD +2.02%

Close: 6,282.0 2nd worst: GTCAP -3.05%

Val. traded (mn): 5,067.9 Worst: JGS -3.71%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months +0.1199 2.1471 5 years +0.0544 2.8807

6 months +0.1115 2.2249 7 years +0.0375 3.1126

1 year +0.1891 2.5876 10 years +0.0239 3.3580

2 years +0.0975 2.6353 20 years +0.0965 4.2906

3 years +0.0867 2.7208 30 years +0.1634 4.4496

4 years +0.0698 2.7921

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 50.070 50.030 EUR/USD 1.1264 1.1264

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0050 0.1471 5 years +0.0001 0.3440

6 months -0.0178 0.1674 10 years -0.0148 0.7380

2 years -0.0040 0.1952 30 years -0.0136 1.5295

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

US equities and US treasury yields fell while US Dollar strengthened due to heightened concerns with the rising new COVID-19 cases after the gradual easing of 

lockdowns. Meanwhile, Asian equities rose following the strong rally in US equities overnight. European stocks ended in green amidst COVID-19 drug 

developments and optimism from businesses reopening.

Philippine peso
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LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

Local equities ended flat as optimism over US recovery was offset by investors positioning ahead of the FTSE rebalancing. Local fixed income yields rose as

the market weighed in positive news on additional US stimulus and possible COVID-19 treatment. The Philippine peso was relatively unchanged on mixed

sentiment.

 Local fixed income yields rose from risk-on sentiment amid additional stimulus
in the US and positive news on the possible treatment for critical COVID-19
patients in the UK. On average, yields increased 9.55 bps DoD, led by the short-
end which went up 12.95 bps.

 Local equities ended flat as volumes at the start of the trading were offset by
the strong selling at the end of the day. Sentiment was driven by optimism over
US recovery but was neutralized by the move of investors ahead of the FTSE
rebalancing effection. The PSEi closed at 6,282.01 (+0.00% DoD).

 The Philippines signed a loan agreement worth $500 million with the Asian
Development Bank. This is expected to be used as a supplement to the
government's budget for the Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program, with around
$450 million planned to be disbursed in July. According to the Department of
Finance, the loan has a term of 29 years and includes an 8-year grace period.

 Jollibee Worldwide Pte. Ltd., a subsidiary of Jollibee Foods Corporation (PSE
Ticker: JFC) plans to offer US dollar-denominated, guaranteed, senior
unsecured securities. According to JFC, the proceeds from the offering will be
used for general corporate purposes, intended as a precautionary measure
from unforseen eventualities that may be caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
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This material, which is strictly for information purposes only, is for your sole use, does not constitute a recommendation or an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any financial product. Any information is subject to change without notice and BPIAMTC is not under any obligation to
update or keep current the information contained herein. You are advised to make your own independent judgment with respect to the matter contained in this document. No liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss that may arise (whether direct or consequential) from any
use of the information contained herein.
All funds managed by BPI Asset Management & Trust Corp. and affiliates are Trust and/or Investment Management Funds, which do not carry any guarantee of income or principal, and are NOT covered by the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation. Past performance is not
a guarantee of future results. BPI AMTC Investment Funds are valued daily using the marked-to-market method.

 US equities paused their rally and closed lower on profit-taking. Despite the rising infection
levels in some states in the US, headlines were generally positive. US mortgage applications
rose 21% YoY, which signals a strong recovery of the housing market and consumer sector.
The DJIA closed at 26,119.61 (-0.65% DoD) and the S&P 500 ended at 3,113.49 (-0.36%
DoD).

 Asian equities rose following the strong rally in US markets overnight. However, gains were
capped by growing concerns of a second wave of COVID-19 cases. Beijing closed its schools
to control the recent outbreak in one of its public market. Sentiment was also dragged by the
statement of IMF Chief Economist Gita Gopinath that the June World Economic Outlook Update
will show negative growth rates which are worse than previous estimates. The MSCI APxJ
closed at 511.52 (+0.62% DoD).

 European stocks extended their gains on optimism on business reopenings and COVID-19
drug development. The UK government has approved the use of dexamethasone for treating
COVID-19 patients. According to a study from Oxford University the drug can reduce the risk of
death by a third for patients on ventilators, and by a fifth for those on oxygen. The MSCI Europe
closed at 121.90 (+0.76% DoD).

 US Treasury yields fell on heightened concerns regarding the increasing number of newly
infected COVID-19 cases. On average, yields fell by 0.92 bps. The 10Y US Treasury yield
came in at 0.7380% (-1.48 bps DoD), while the 2Y US Treasury yield came in at 0.1952% (-0.4
bps DoD).

 The US dollar strengthened as investors remained cautious after ten US states reported their
highest seven-day average while 21 US states reported an upward trend on new cases with the
gradual easing of lockdown. The US dollar closed at 97.1580 (0.206%).

 The Philippine peso ended relatively unchanged. Sentiment was mixed as
investors noted the sharp improvement in US retail sales in May but remained
cautious over Jerome Powell's emphasis that "significant uncertainty remains
about the timing and strength of the recovery” for the US. The USD/PHP pair
finished at 50.030 (-0.08% DoD).


